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About This Game

Atomic Sky this is a small arcade casual game. Unlike classic match-3 games, the action takes place in three-dimensional space.

There are 6 game modes in this game:
3x3x3, 3x6x3, 4x4x4, 5x5x5, 6x6x6 and 7x7x7

Simple modes of 3x3x3 and 3x6x3 for a short game
For advanced players - 6x6x6 and 7x7x7

The goal of the game is to score the maximum points.

Put in the rows of balls of the same color and earn more points.

The fewer balls in the game, the more points per turn.

The more balls destroyed in one turn, the more points.

If the column with the balls is empty - a new column with balls appears and plus 100 points for each new ball.

If the layer of balls is empty - a new layer of balls will appear and plus 100 points for each new ball.
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Control:

Left mouse button - select the ball.

Right mouse button, as well as the WASD, Arrow keys - the rotation around the playing space

F1 or move the cursor to "Atomic Sky" - about game.

F2 or move the mouse cursor to the timer - view the next move

F3 - Results Table
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Title: Atomic Sky
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Evgeniy Alemzhin
Publisher:
Евгений Алемжин
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English
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Thought I bought Fallout DLC. Accidently bought Call of Duty.
11\/10. I've been playing this game since it was on GFWL. Annoyingly it still requires it even though it's on Steam now. When
you first launch it on windows 10, you'll probably get a notice saying GFWL has an update. You must take it or you can't create
a character. Despite it saying iv'e played five hours, i've actually beaten it three times now. This is one of my favorite games of
all time.. I've always been a fan of "cruel" platformers, Iwannabetheguy, Iwannabetheboshi, Erye's Action, etc. But this one is
frankly boring, uninspired, and the platforming isn't very interesting.. Dive into a spiritual journey with Senza Peso. Just sit
down and enjoy!
The camera movement can be quite fast and the player/spectator is not always on the ground so
motion sickness might occur for first time VR players here.. This game is very easy. I got all achievements in less than two
hours.

As a shooting game, it has good graphics and exciting musics.

Player can select a lot of weapon types and many game modes. It also includes an interesting level editor.

If you don't mind about the very slowly move and battle speed, it will be a good game for everyone.. Multiplayer is dead,
brothers. The story is sheer violent, satisfying, sweet bolter\/melee porn
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Best Python IDE Ever!. I bought this game solely for Lego Yoda.
His wide, cheeky smile
His big beautiful eyes
His firm stance
Him.

I want Lego Yoda in my life.
I NEED Lego Yoda in my life.
I dream about being with Lego Yoda constantly.

This game is the closest I'll ever get to being with my one true love.
I'm just so happy I got to experience this.

10\/10. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YNC6UUdxT8w

I think this game will be very good. I just need to get into it a little more. I seem to be having some issues with the FPS I try
everything possible to fix this. I might just need some help on it. My system is more than good enough to run this game so I dont
know what the issue is. I have a video posted below so you can see first hand some of the gameplay. Sorry for the FPS like I
said I could not figure out how to fix it.

Also when I was trying to do the next level it woud not go past the loading screen for at least 3 mins I would wait a few weeks
on this game. But I do seeing it being a good game so I am about 70\/30 right now.

Update: The game keeps crashing on me so I would wait for a few weeks till this has been fixed.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=t-pXmqaH1BM. GLADOS!
ARGHAGHGRGASGDHGASHDGASHDG~!
^If this review has not made you want to buy this game, you need to be tested.. This game looks very promising.
It feels great to play.
There are some really cool ideas happening here.
It's basically a twin stick shooter roguelike type game, but with an item\/ inventory system that allows you to tailor the combat to
your liking (most of the time anyway, depending on the RNG factor)
Pretty much all the items you find could be used in combination with another to make some really interesting, and often
surprising, results.
The game has only been out for a few weeks, and already it has greatly improved from the original build.
I look forward to seeing what the developer does with this game.. Got this in a♥♥♥♥♥pack and expected a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ crossy
road sim. Started my game, heard heavy metal, saw mini-gun, I knew exactly what was to be done. 10/10 would kill snails and
chickens to heavy metal all day. Was a good gag, but I don't think ski games are ready for VR lol.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LsVueAHZtms. Bought this to support Fatshark. Love the game and hope for more
content to come! :)
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